Giving Voice, Visibility and
Connection to Sexual Energy
LLorraine Crookes is an International speaker, best-selling author, CEO of Shelki and
creator of Sexual Mastery; the World’s most empowering sexual energy program, giving
voice, visibility and connection to sexual energy.
A qualified practitioner in multiple holistic and healing practices, Lorraine is best known as The
Sexual Empowerment Liberator. A much sought-after expert in her field, Lorraine has liberated
thousands of people to connect to their sexual energy and celebrate who they are, profoundly
changing their life. She has transformed the lives of people struggling with poor mental health,
challenging relationships, body trauma, abuse, medical conditions and sexuality.
She is now inspiring a global movement to give millions of people around the world a voice,
standing in their truth and celebrating their sexual energy.

Feel Fear - Fly Free
Lorraine shares how she set
herself free from fear,
shame and depression.
Lorraine has packed this
session full of ideas,
strategies, tips and tools to
set your audience free and
live a better life.

Lorraine is a breath of fresh air. Not
afraid to speak about intimacy and
sexual energy communication and
boundaries. Lorraine gives you a safe
space to explore and delve deeper. .
Highly recommended
Sue Allsworth - Authentic Smile

Why Your Business
Needs An Orgasm

You Dont Need
Permission To Be You

A thought provoking, fun
and insightful presentation
on how sexual energy is
the core to every
successful business.

An inspiringly funny, and
educationally empowering
story of how Lorraine
found herself and her
mission!
Buckle up!

" I cant recommend her highly enough" S. Thompson Coaching
" Lorraine tells it as it is with real warmth
and humour"
Karen Shaw - Audience

"Lorraine talks from a level of
knowledge which is empowering and
refreshing, she pulls no punches and
tells it like it is. If you are looking for an
honest, relaxed and approachable
speaker I would recommend Lorraine
Crookes"
Life and Soul Radio
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